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1. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  C22-01693 
CASE NAME:  ROBIN BARBOUR VS. JOHN MUIR HEALTH 
 HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT BY DEF JOHN MUIR HEALTH  
FILED BY: JOHN MUIR HEALTH 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Continued on the Court’s own motion to December 29, 2022 at 9 a.m. 
 

 

  
    

2. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MS5031 
CASE NAME:  PARAQUAT CASES 
 HEARING IN RE:  PRO HAC VICE APP OF GRACE C. BRIER FOR DEFS SYNGENTA  
FILED BY: SYNGENTA AG 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Off calendar.  Previously granted on November 10, 2022, pursuant to ex parte application. 
 

 

  
    

3. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MS5031 
CASE NAME:  PARAQUAT CASES 
 HEARING IN RE:  PRO HAC VICE APP OF MAX SAMELS  
FILED BY: SYNGENTA AG 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Off calendar.  Previously granted on November 10, 2022, pursuant to ex parte application. 
 

 

  
    

4. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MS5031 
CASE NAME:  PARAQUAT CASES 
 HEARING IN RE:  PRO HAC VICE APP OF CASSANDRA CANTALANO  
FILED BY: SYNGENTA AG 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Off calendar.  Previously granted on November 10, 2022, pursuant to ex parte application. 
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5. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC17-02450 
CASE NAME:  CASTELAR VS TWM INDUSTRIES 
 SPECIAL SET HEARING:  FURTHER COMPLIANCE HEARING+DEPT. 39+  
FILED BY:  
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Given that it appears that distributions will be made in late April of 2023, the Court orders a further 
compliance hearing on May 18, 2023, at 9:00 a.m. to report on the status of payments and 
disbursement to the class.  A compliance declaration should be filed by May 11, 2023. 
 

 

  
    

6. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-02500 
CASE NAME:  VANESSA TICAS VS NUTIVA 
 SPECIAL SET HEARING RE:  COMPLIANCE HEARING  
FILED BY:  
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
  
Hearing required.  Plaintiff has not submitted a declaration as required by the June 8, 2022 Order 
After Hearing. 
 

 

  
    

7. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC21-01819 
CASE NAME:  DE LA TRINIDAD VS. DURANGO FOODS 
 SPECIAL SET HEARING RE:  COMPLIANCE HEARING  
FILED BY:  
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Based on the declaration of the administrator, the administrator is directed to release the remaining 
10% of attorney’s fees to plaintiff’s counsel.  No further proceedings (other than entry of the 
amended judgment submitted by counsel) are contemplated. 
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8.   9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSP21-00827 
CASE NAME:   MATTER OF: JEAN E BROWN REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST OF 2-5-2015 
 HEARING ON PETITION IN RE:  INSTRUCTIONS TO ALLOCATE ATTORNEY'S FEES TO BENEFICIARY'S 
DISTRIBUTIVE SHARE; AND ALLOCATE DAMAGES TO BENEFICIARY'S DISTRIBUTIVE SHARE  
FILED BY:  HAYES, KELLIE ANN 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Appearances required. 
 
The Court needs a declaration from Petitioner that mailing of the Petition and Notice of Hearing is 
sufficient to Ryan N. Brown and Pamela Howard in light of the fact that the address to which they 
were sent was sold by Petitioner in September 2022. 
 

 

  
    

9.   9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  N22-2179 
CASE NAME:   CLAIM OF MAY BOYER 
 *HEARING ON MINOR'S COMPROMISE    
FILED BY:  BOYER, RUTH 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Continued to January 12, 2023, 9:00 a.m.  The Court cannot act on the petition, because the 
application for appointment of Guardian ad Litem was denied on December 5, 2022, because it was 
not signed by the minor, which is required where the minor is fourteen or older.  (Code of Civil 
Procedure section 373(b).) 
 

 

  
    

10. 10:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  N22-1503 
CASE NAME:  SUNFLOWER ALLIANCE VS.  CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION, GEOLOGIC 
ENERGY MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  JUDGMENT  
FILED BY: SUNFLOWER ALLIANCE 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

Appearances Required at 10 a.m. Oral argument will proceed with Sunflower Alliance 
first, followed by Reabold and CalGEM. Each party will be permitted a short rebuttal. Unless 
otherwise stated, this matter will be taken under submission at the conclusion of this 
hearing. The Court has not reached a final decision on this matter, but has provided a 
tentative ruling to assist the parties in preparing for argument.  
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Real Party In Interest Reabold California, LLC has two oil wells in the Brentwood oil 
field that produce 300 barrels of oil and 300 barrels of water per day. Currently, the water is 
transferred off-site for disposal by truck. Reabold would like to use an abandoned well on the 
property to re-inject the water obtained from these oil wells.  

The Project in this case is to allow disposal of waste water into a Class II Water 
Disposal well proposed to be installed in an existing well boring (Ginochio 41-17) in the 
Brentwood Oil Field. (AR 790.) The Ginochio 41-17 well was drilled in 1963 and was 
abandoned in 1984. The well is currently listed as plugged and abandoned. (AR 1-41.) 

On November 24, 2021, Respondent the California Department of Conservation, 
Geologic Energy Management Division (CalGEM) issued a Notice of Exemption for the Project 
finding the Project was exempted for two reasons. (AR 790-791.)  

First, the NOE states the Project is exempt based as on a statutory exemption for an 
ongoing project (Public Resources Code section 21169, CEQA Guidelines § 15261(b).) The 
NOE explains that “the UIC [underground injection control] project proposes re-drilling an 
existing well approved before April 5, 1973 and re-purposing associated piping and 
equipment. The UIC activities do not involve a greater degree of responsibility and control 
over the project as a whole than did approval of the existing well.” (AR 791.)  

Second, the NOE found the Project was exempt based on the Class 1 categorical 
exemption for an existing facility (CEQA Guidelines §15301, 1684.1). The NOE explains that 
“the project proposes minor alteration of an existing previously permitted well involving a 
negligible expansion of former use.” (AR 791.) 

The NOE also found that there were no exceptions to these exemptions. The NOE 
noted that an “important consideration is that processed wastewater is returned to the 
geologic zone from which it originated, cleaner than when it was removed” and that it is then 
reused in oil and gas extraction. (AR 791.)  

Also on November 24, 2021, CalGEM sent Reabold a letter approving the injection 
well. (AR 785-789.) This approval included various requirements specific to injecting water, 
including an injection rate of not more than 1500 barrels per day and monitoring and 
reporting requirements. (AR 786-788.)   

Petitioner Sunflower Alliance timely filed this petition alleging the NOE violated CEQA. 
CalGEM timely answered. Sunflower Alliance and Reabold filed cross motions for judgment 
pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 1094. The parties have agreed that these motions 
should decide the case.  These motions raise the same issue and the Court addresses both 
motions together.   
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Standard of Review 

 “An agency's finding that a statutory exemption applies to a project will be upheld if 

substantial evidence supports the finding of exemption. [Citation.] … ‘[O]ur application of 

substantial evidence review in the context of a challenge to an agency's use of a statutory 

exemption means we determine whether the administrative record contains relevant 

information that a reasonable mind might accept as sufficient to support the conclusion 

reached. All conflicts in the evidence are resolved in support of the agency's action and we 

indulge all reasonable inferences to support the agency's findings, if possible. [Citations.]’ 

[Citation.]” (North Coast Rivers Alliance v. Westlands Water Dist. (2014) 227 Cal.App.4th 832, 

850-581.) Courts apply de novo review when determination of the scope of a statutory 

exemption requires statutory interpretation. (Ibid.)  

“Interpretation of the language of the Guidelines and the scope of a categorial 

exemption is a legal question subject to our de novo review, while the [agency’s] 

determination that the project fits within an exemption is subject to review for substantial 

evidence. [Citation.]” (St. Ignatius Neighborhood Assn. v. City & County of San Francisco (Nov. 

18, 2022, No. A164629) ___Cal.App.5th___ [lights added to a sports field is not a class I 

exemption because use at night would triple in fall and winter].) The CEQA Guidelines also 

provide specified exceptions to the categorical exemptions. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15300.2.) 

Petitioner did not raise any of the exceptions here.  

Statutory Exemption 

“In implementing CEQA, the Guidelines recognize a statutory exemption for a project 

approved prior to November 23, 1970, that is still “being carried out” by the public agency. 

(Guidelines, § 15261, subd. (a) (Guidelines, § 15261(a)).) Because November 23, 1970, is the 

date that CEQA took effect [citation], the exemption is evidently founded, at least in part, on 

the fact that CEQA, as a statutory enactment, was intended by the Legislature to have a 

prospective, not retroactive, application. [Citation.]” (North Coast Rivers Alliance, supra, 227 

Cal.App.4th at 855; see also, Public Resources Code § 21169 and CEA Guidelines §15261(b).)  

For private projects, such as the one here, the statutory exemption for on ongoing 

project applies “if the project received approval of a lease, license, certificate, permit, or 

other entitlement for use from a public agency prior to April 5, 1973… . ” (CEQA Guidelines, § 

15261(b).) The ongoing project exemption applies to public projects approved prior to 

November 23, 1970 and to private projects approved prior to April 5, 1973. (CEQA 

Guidelines, § 15261.)  
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 “The key issue in analyzing the exemption is whether the challenged action is ‘a 

normal, intrinsic part of the ongoing operation’ of a project approved prior to CEQA, rather 

than an expansion or modification thereof. [Citations.]” (North Coast Rivers Alliance, supra, 

227 Cal.App.4th at 857; see also, County of Amador v. El Dorado County Water Agency (1999) 

76 Cal.App.4th 931, 968 [exemption “depends upon whether it expands or enlarges project 

facilities or whether it merely monitors and adjusts the operation of existing facilities to meet 

fluctuating conditions”].) In order to determine whether the Project is an expansion of an 

earlier project, courts “ascertain the nature of the original project or activity that 

was approved prior to [April 5, 1973].” (North Coast Rivers Alliance, supra, 227 Cal.App.4th at 

859.)  

CalGEM argues that section 15261(b)(3) applies here. That subdivision states that  

“[w]here a private project has been granted a discretionary governmental approval for part 

of the project before April 5, 1973, and another or additional discretionary governmental 

approvals after April 5, 1973, the project shall be subject to CEQA only if the approval or 

approvals after April 5, 1973, involve a greater degree of responsibility or control over the 

project as a whole than did the approval or approvals prior to that date.” (CEQA Guidelines, § 

15261(b)(3).) Azusa Land Reclamation Co. v. Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster (1997) 52 

Cal.App.4th 1165 held that this subdivision exceeded the scope of CEQA and is, therefore, to 

that extent, invalid. (Id. at 1218.) Reabold argues that after Azusa, County of Amador, supra, 

76 Cal.App.4th 931 reaffirmed the use of the statutory exemption. County of Amador did not 

address subdivision (b)(3) and thus, under Azusa, CEQA Guideline 15261(b)(3) is invalid. The 

rest of CEQA Guideline section 15261 remains valid.  

CalGEM argues that the Brentwood Oil Field “was established before the enactment 

of CEQA and CalGEM’s approval of the injection well at issue is part an intrinsic part of this 

ongoing project.” But it provides no citations to evidence in the record that shows injection 

wells were contemplated as part of the approval in 1963. CalGEM cites to Hansen Bros. 

Enters. v. Bd. of Supervisors (1996) 12 Cal.4th 533 for the proposition that “ ‘[t]he very nature 

and use of an extractive business contemplates the continuance of such use of the entire 

parcel of land as a whole, without limitation or restriction to the immediate area excavated 

at the time the ordinance was passed. [Citation.]” (Id. at 553.) Hansen Bros. involved vested 

rights to extract minerals. It is not a CEQA case and did not address injection of water.  

Reabold argues that the ongoing oil and gas operations at the Property involve both 

the extraction of oil and gas and the disposal of produced water. (AR 790.) Reabold does not 
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show where in the record the disposal of produced water included injecting that water as 

opposed to trucking the water off site. The Court’s review of the record does not show that 

injecting water was contemplated in 1963 when the well was approved. Furthermore, the 

evidence shows that injecting water involves a greater degree of responsibility and control 

over the project as new requirements for injection must be placed on the well. Thus, even if 

section 15261(b)(3) were valid, it would not apply here.  

The Court finds that substantial evidence does not support the finding that injecting 

water into an already drilled extraction well constitutes an ongoing project.  

Class 1 Categorical Exemption 

A Class 1 exemption applies to existing facilities. “Class 1 consists of the operation, 

repair, maintenance, permitting, leasing, licensing, or minor alteration of existing public or 

private structures, facilities, mechanical equipment, or topographical features, involving 

negligible or no expansion of existing or former use. The types of "existing facilities" itemized 

below are not intended to be all-inclusive of the types of projects which might fall within 

Class 1. The key consideration is whether the project involves “negligible or no expansion of 

existing or former use.” (CEQA Guidelines 15301.) Examples of a Class 1 exemption include 

“Existing facilities of both investor and publicly-owned utilities used to provide electric 

power, natural gas, sewerage, or other public utility services…” (CEQA Guidelines §15301(b).)  

CalGEM also has its own regulation for Class 1 exemptions that are the responsibilities 

of the Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, §1684.) The 

CalGEM Regulations, Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, §1681-1685, are to be used in conjunction with 

the CEQA Guidelines. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, §1681.)  

The CalGEM Regulations defines a Class 1 exemption as “the operation, repair, 
maintenance, or minor alteration of existing public or private structures, facilities, 
mechanical equipment, or topographical features involving negligible or no expansion of use 
beyond that existing previously. The Class includes, but is not limited to: remedial, 
maintenance, conversion, and abandonment work on oil, gas, injection, and geothermal wells 
involving the alteration of well casing, such as perforating and casing repair, removal, or 
replacement; installation or removal of downhole production or injection equipment, cement 
plugs, bridge plugs, and packers set to isolate production or injection intervals.” (Cal. Code 
Regs., tit. 14, § 1684.1.)  

There are no published cases addressing the CalGEM Regulations for Class 1 
exemptions, but there are several cases that discuss the application of the more general Class 
1 exemption provided for in the CEQA Guidelines.  
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“ ‘The key consideration is whether the project involves negligible or no expansion of 
use.’ (Guidelines, § 15301; see Communities for a Better Environment v. South Coast Air 
Quality Management Dist. (2010) 48 Cal.4th 310, 326 [‘the continued operation of an existing 
facility without significant expansion of use … [is] exempt from CEQA review under CEQA 
Guidelines section 15301’].)” (Los Angeles Dept. of Water & Power v. County of Inyo (2021) 67 
Cal.App.5th 1018, 1036.)  

Reabold argues that the Court should consider the Project against the baseline.  “ 

‘Where a project involves ongoing operations or a continuation of past activity, the 

established levels of a particular use and the physical impacts thereof are considered to be 

part of the existing environmental baseline.’ (North Coast, supra, 227 Cal.App.4th at p. 872.)” 

(World Business Academy v. State Lands Com. (2018) 24 Cal.App.5th 476, 501.) North Coast 

and World Business Academy both discussed the baseline analysis when considering whether 

the unusual circumstances exception applied. The unusual circumstances exception was not 

raised by Petitioner and is not at issue in this case. That being said, the Court’s determination 

here is whether there is an expansion of the existing use, including consideration of the 

current and past uses of the facility, and thus is similar to a baseline analysis.  

CalGEM and Reabold argue that the Project meets the Class 1 exemption because it is 
simply changing the well from pumping out oil and water to pumping in water. Sunflower 
Alliance argues that the Project is an expansion of use of the well. The Court is inclined to 
agree with Sunflower Alliance that injecting water is a significantly different use than 
pumping oil and gas. As Sunflower Alliance points out, the Project is covered by the 
underground injection control regulations, which places new restrictions on the well.  

CalGEM argues that the “existing facility” here should be the entire Brentwood Oil 
Field, but it does not point to evidence in the record that supports such a finding. The Project 
will use an existing well pad, access road and piping, but it is unclear if there is one pipe and 
one access road for the entire Brentwood Oil Field. (AR 796.) Furthermore, the discussion of 
Class 1 “facilities” in the CalGEM Regulations include work on oil, gas, injection, and 
geothermal wells. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, § 1684.1.) The regulation appears to apply to 
existing wells, rather than to an entire larger oil field. The type of work covered by this 
exemption includes repairs and changes to wells, but does not include larger kinds of work 
that might apply to an entire oil field, such as drilling new wells or installing new piping. The 
Court is inclined to find that the facility here is either the Ginochio 41-17 well or the Ginochio 
41-17 well plus Reabold’s two active wells. Moreover, the individual wells are separately 
permitted. 

Court is not convinced that changing an oil and gas well into a water injection well 
involves negligible or no expansion of use. The record shows that the Ginochio 41-17 well 
was not approved as a water injection well. As Sunflower Alliance points out, there are 
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currently no water injection sites in the Ginochio Lease at the Brentwood Oil Fields. (AR 439.) 
Thus, adding a water injection well would change the use of the Ginochio 41-17 well and also 
change the use when looking at all of Reabold’s wells.  

 CalGEM and Reabold argue that the Court should look at the purpose of this facility, 
which is the production of oil and gas. They argue that allowing the well to inject produced 
water is consistent with the purpose of oil and gas production. The Court is not convinced 
that its analysis here should focus on the purpose of the facility. Rather, the Court’s analysis 
is on the use of the facility and how the use may change. For example, in St. Ignatius 
Neighborhood Assn., supra, ___Cal.App.5th___ it could be argued that the purpose of the 
athletic stadium was to allow students to practice and play games. The project in that case 
would add permanent lights to the athletic stadium, allowing for 150 night-games and 
practices in the fall and winter. The total number of games and practices would not increase, 
but the stadium use at night would increase by 100 nights. The Court of Appeal focused on 
the change in use and did not discuss the purpose of the Project.  

CalGEM and Reabold argue that the Project involves the conversion of an existing well 
boring and thus meets the definition of a Class 1 exemption in the CalGEM regulations. They 
point out that the Court should give considerable deference to an agency’s interpretation of 
its own regulations. (Communities for a Better Environment v. State Water Resources Control 
Bd. (2003) 109 Cal.App.4th 1089, 1107.) This is perhaps the best argument in favor of finding 
the Class 1 exemption. The CalGEM regulations apply to “conversion… work on oil, gas… 
wells” and “installation…of… injection equipment”. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, § 1684.1.) Here 
the Project is the conversion of an abandoned oil well into a water injection well. Such a 
Project may fit within the language of the CalGEM Class 1 exemption, but the Court must still 
determine if the project involves negligible or no expansion of use. As discussed above, 
turning a well that pumps out oil and gas (mixed with water) into a well that injects treated 
water is a significantly different use.  The Court’s main concern is not with the physical 
modifications to the well, which appear to fall within the exemption, but with the 
substantially different use of the well. 

Reabold cites to two cases where the Class 1 exemption was approved. Both cases are 

distinguishable as they involve restrictions or small changes in use and did not result in a 

change in the type of use. Santa Monica Chamber of Commerce v. City of Santa Monica 

(2002) 101 Cal. App. 4th 786, 793 involved restricting parking to neighborhood residents. The 

court found the Class 1 exemption applied because the project involved “adjusting the 

particular group of persons permitted to use ‘existing facilities’ ” and there was “ ‘negligible 

or no expansion of use beyond that previously existing’ because no additional parking 

spaces” were being added to the area. (Id. at 793.) Turlock Irrigation Dist. v. Zanker (2006) 

140 Cal.App.4th 1047, 1066 involved installation of meter mechanisms on existing water 
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meter connectors and the rules that were designed to reduce water use and would not 

expand current use. (Id. at 1066.)  

The Court finds that substantial evidence does not support the finding that the 
Project is covered by the Class 1 exemption because the Project is an expansion of the 
existing use.  

Conclusion 

The Court has not reached a final decision on the merits, but it is considering ruling as 

follows: Sunflower Alliance’s motion for judgment is granted and Reabold’s motion for 

judgment is denied. The ruling would be confined to finding that neither exemption applies, 

and therefore the approval must be rescinded.  It would not address any other issues, 

including any determination of the extent of further environmental review required. 
 

  
    

11. 10:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  N22-1503 
CASE NAME:  SUNFLOWER ALLIANCE VS.  CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION, GEOLOGIC 
ENERGY MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  JUDGMENT  
FILED BY: REABOLD CALIFORNIA, LLC 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
See ruling on line 10.  
 

 

  

 


